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parrots

The most common of the kākāriki species,
yellow-crowned kākāriki are forest birds. They
also can be found on some sanctuary islands.
They find food in the canopy, at the tops of trees,
so are often heard rather than seen. Kākāriki
eat seeds, fruit, flowers and invertebrates.
Some people describe the noise they make as
chattering or chuckling. 25 cm

ka-ka-riki

yellow-crowned parakeet

ka-ka-

Kākā nest in holes in trees. They can live in towns
and cities if there are plenty of trees and safe
places to nest. They eat honeydew, fruit, nectar,
tree sap and insects. Like the other parrots on this
page, kākā can use their feet to hold food while
they are eating. They can also use their beak like
a claw to help them climb. 38–44 cm

ka-ka-riki red-crowned parakeet
The red-crowned kākāriki is rarer than the yellowcrowned kākāriki. One of the reasons for this is
they often feed on the ground, eating seeds and
fruit. This makes them vulnerable to predators.
Kākāriki means ‘small parrot’ and is also
Māori for the colour green. 25–28 cm

kea
Kea are the only mountain parrot in the world. They live in
mountains in the South Island. Their name comes from their
call, which is a long ‘keeeeaaa’. Scientists think that the kea
is one of the most intelligent birds in the world. They are
good at solving problems and very clever with their
beak and claws. They are famous for their cheeky
behaviour. They will steal food from tourists and
quickly learn to open windows and doors. 46 cm

ka-ka-poKākāpō means ‘night parrot’. One of the
world’s strangest parrots, they are nocturnal
and flightless. But they can climb. They are
also very big, and males can weigh up to
4 kg. Once a common bush bird, there
are now fewer than 150. The Department
of Conservation have a special
programme to help the kākāpō. All
the kākāpō are kept on predator-free
islands. Eggs and chicks are carefully
monitored to ensure they have the
best chance of surviving. 58–64 cm

ka-ka-riki

orange-fronted parakeet

Once thought to be extinct, there are very few
of these kākāriki now. They are only found in
a few places on the South Island and on a few
predator-free islands. Some are being bred in
captivity to be released back in to the wild. All
kākāriki make their nests in holes in trees,
which makes them easy prey to stoats and
rats. To protect them, metal sheets are wrapped
around trunks of trees where they are likely to
nest. The metal prevents predators climbing
up the trees. 20 cm

sea birds
New Zealand has sometimes been called
the seabird capital of the world. The birds
on these two pages are just some of the
many species that live in the oceans around
New Zealand. Most nest on small islands
where their chicks are safe from predators.
All of these birds have tubenoses which
they use to get rid of the salt from seawater.
This means that they don’t need to return to
land to get fresh water.

t-t- sooty shearwater

toroa
,

Also called mutton birds, there are millions of
sooty shearwaters. They breed in very large,
closely packed colonies, mostly on small
islands. Māori have traditionally collected tītī
to eat and they continue to be an important
food for some iwi. length 44 cm

buller s mollymawk

new zealand storm petrel
Mollymawks are from the same family
as the albatross. Like other albatrosses,
the Buller’s mollymawk feeds on fish and
squid at the surface, rather than diving
for food. wingspan up to 2 m

toroa ingoingo
royal albatross

These little birds were thought to be extinct. But in
2003, birdwatchers on a ship in the Hauraki Gulf saw
and photographed one. It took some detective work
for scientists to find out where they were breeding, but
eventually they found their burrows in the forest of
Little Barrier Island. length 18cm

These huge birds have the longest wings of any
bird. Rather than flap their wings, they glide on
air currents. This is an efficient use of energy and
makes it easier for them to spend months out at
sea flying huge distances across the ocean. When
they need to rest, they land on the sea. A colony
of royal albatross can be seen at Taiaroa Head
near Dunedin. wingspan up to 3.5 m

ta-iko

westland petrel
Children from Barrytown School,
West Coast, discovered the Westland
petrel in 1945, when doing a school project.
Westland petrels are at risk from predators such as
rats and stoats because they are one of the few seabirds
that still nest on the mainland. length 48cm

pakaha- fluttering shearwater
Named after their fluttering flight, these
shearwaters are often seen in large flocks on
the sea close to land. They dive underwater
chasing small fish. Unfortunately, this means
they can get caught in fishing nets. They nest in
burrows on offshore islands. length 37 cm

titiwainui fairy prion
Fairy prions nest in burrows. On some small islands,
these burrows can be taken over by tuatara, which will also
eat any eggs or chicks that they find. Seabird colonies are
smelly places. The bird’s poo – guano – is a good source of
fertiliser for the land, as well as a source of food
for invertebrates. Fairy prions eat krill,
small fish and squid. length 25 cm

tubenose

for removing
salt from water

rays & sharks

pekapeka carpet shark

whai repo electric ray
Electric rays hunt fish and crabs
at night. They stun their prey
using an electric shock that they
can generate from glands in
their heads. 1m

Carpet sharks feed at night time and usually
hide during the day. They eat fish, shellfish,
octopuses and squid. Carpet sharks lay eggs but
larger sharks give birth to live young. up to 1m

mango--pare hammerhead shark
The position of the eyes
of a hammerhead shark give
it 360-degree vision. Its nostrils
are also on the tips of the ‘hammer’
which means it can smell prey
more easily. up to 4m
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whai short-tailed ray
Short-tailed rays search for fish and other animals hidden in the sand.
Rays live in sandy and muddy areas as well as reefs. Their flat bodies
help them hide on the ocean floor. Despite their poisonous barbs
they are hunted and eaten by orca. Rays and sharks are
closely related. 4m

Mako sharks have several rows of
teeth that are replaced every few months
so that they are always sharp. Sharks
have always been a valuable resource
for Māori and other Pacific peoples, not
only for their flesh but also for their teeth. The mako shark
is the fastest shark in the world and can reach speeds of
over 50 kilometres an hour. up to 4m

fish

bill

orange roughy
Orange roughy live in the deep ocean
where their large eyes make it easier
for them to see. If they aren’t eaten
by a whale or caught in a fishing net,
they can live up to 130 years. 60cm

Marlin eat other fish. They feed
near the surface of the ocean and
can use their bill to stun or kill
their prey. 4m
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takeketonga marlin

kiore moana

When in danger porcupine fish suck in water
until they are a round, spiky ball that would
be hard to swallow. For this reason, people
sometimes call them puffer fish, although
real puffer fish don’t have spikes. 60 cm

seahorse

Seahorses eat tiny animals,
plankton and fish eggs. They often
shelter in seaweed and use their
tails to hold on to the seaweed.
Female seahorses lay hundreds
of eggs, which are looked after by
male seahorses in their pouches.
Another Māori name for
seahorse is manaia. 30 cm

kainga-ra- moray eel
tuna
Tuna migrate between the warmer waters of the Pacific Ocean
and the colder waters around New Zealand to feed and to
breed. Four species of tuna are found in the ocean around
New Zealand. This one is a bluefin tuna. Tuna are
fast swimmers. up to 1.5m

Moray eels live in caves and holes
on a reef. The teeth of moray eels are
sharp and curved backwards, so once
they’ve caught a fish it can’t escape.
Moray eels have a second set of jaws
(and teeth) inside their throats to
help the eel swallow its prey. 1.5m

whales
tohora- blue whale

Blue whales are the largest animals in the world. They are baleen
whales – the baleen acts like a net to filter out krill (see page XX).
They need to eat huge amounts of krill, perhaps up to 40 million
a day. The blue whales seen around New Zealand migrate to the
Antarctic in summer. Blue whales don’t use echolocation but
they do make loud calls or songs which help them find each
other. Despite blue whales being so large, scientists are still
making discoveries about where they live and feed. up to 30m

tohora- right whale
bryde‚s whale

no fin
on top
Named by European
whalers because they
were the ‘right’ or
easiest whales to catch,
they were almost extinct
when New Zealand stopped
whaling in the 1960s. 17m

Bryde’s is pronounced ‘brood-ers’. These whales
prefer warm water and live in the ocean around the
north of the North Island. Scientists have found that
Bryde’s whales spend most of their time in the top 10
metres of the ocean. Unfortunately, this means they
may get hit and killed by boats or ships. 14m

moths

pu- a raukatari
bag moth

The bag moth is most
unusual. The female never
leaves the bag, in fact she
has no wings. The caterpillar
makes a bag to live in and
moves around carrying its bag.
It goes through the chrysalis stage
in its bag. Only if it’s a male, does
it turn into a moth with wings.
bag length 60 mm

pepetuna pūriri moth
The caterpillar of the pūriri moth make holes in
pūriri trees, putaputaweta trees and some others.
Once inside the tree it creates a soft, silk cover for the
hole. It spends months or even years eating the tree. It
goes through the chrysalis stage in the hole. Pepetuna
is the largest moth in New Zealand, it lives for only two
days, long enough to mate and lay eggs. This is a female
moth; the male has plainer wings. Pepetuna is found only
in North Island forests. wingspan 15 cm

magpie moth
& caterpillar
This moth flies around during
the daytime. Its caterpillars
are often called ‘woolly bear’
caterpillars or makokŌrori.
wingspan 45 mm

we ta

cave we-taWētā are only found in New Zealand.
They are nocturnal. Cave wētā can be found during
the day in caves or other dark, damp places. At night,
they come out into the forest to eat. Thanks to
their long back legs, cave wētā can jump
2 or 3 metres. length, including legs
and antennae, 35 mm

giant we-taThere are 11 different species of giant wētā.
The largest is the wētāpunga from Little
Barrier Island. Wētāpunga means ‘god of
ugly things’. Although they are large, and
might be considered ugly, they are not
aggressive. They eat plants. Giant wētā are
one of the world’s heaviest insects, weighing
up to 35 grams. Giant wētā are quite rare
and are now mostly found in sanctuaries
or on predator-free islands. up to 10 cm

scree we-taThe scree wētā is a giant wētā
that lives in the mountains.
They freeze in the cold
weather but still survive
once they’ve thawed out.

tree we-taTree wētā fight and will lift up their spiky legs
if they feel threatened. The spike on the back
end of this female tree wētā is an ovipositor,
which helps it to lay eggs. 40 mm

crustaceans

papaka huna camouflage crab
Camouflage crabs have a clever way of hiding
in the rock pools. They use their claws to stick
seaweed and sponges on to their shells so
they look like rocks. 2 cm

Crustaceans are a group of arthropods that includes crabs, crayfish
and shrimps. Crustaceans have a shell-like covering that protects their
body and their head. In order to grow they need to moult, to shed their
old shell, and a new larger shell grows in its place.

kawekawe half crab
You might think that half crabs have lost some
legs but they grow this way. They hide under
rocks or between stones and eat by filtering out
tiny pieces of food from the water. 2 cm

crabs

kairau mud crab
Mud crabs are the colour of mud,
which makes it easy for them to hide. They
eat seaweed and plant material. 3 cm

king crab
These huge crabs live deep down on the sea floor,
up to 1.5km below the ocean surface. Crabs have
a good sense of smell that helps them find food
in dark places such as the ocean floor. up to 1m

pa-paka nui purple or shore crab
Purple rock crabs live in rock pools. They hide
under rocks during the day and scuttle around
looking for food at night. Crabs can breathe
under water as well as out of water. 4 cm

pa-paka paddle crab

claws

for defending
themselves or for
breaking open
shells

antennae
for feeling in
the dark

for looking all
around, including
behind

legs

The joints in crabs’
legs make it easier
for them to walk
sideways.

kaunga waerau hermit crab
Hermit crabs don’t have a hard carapace
like other crabs, so they look for an
empty shell to live in. When they grow,
they move into a bigger shell. 3 cm

eyes on
stalks

paddles

Only paddle crabs
have back legs like
these for swimming
and digging.

carapace

This hard shell
protects the crab’s
soft body.

Paddle
crabs use their
paddle-shaped back
legs to swim and to dig
into sand. They hide with
only their eyes and antennae
showing. They eat shellfish, such
as pipi and tuatua, which they
break open with their claws. 10 cm

octopus, squid &
other molluscs

wheke octopus
The name octopus comes from Greek and
means ‘eight footed’. Octopuses dig holes
in the sea floor, hide in tiny spaces in
reefs or build a home out of rocks.
If they are threatened, octopuses
can squirt out ink to distract predators.
Octopuses eat shellfish and crayfish. up to 2m

2 tentacles

8 legs

ngu- giant squid
beak between legs

sharpedged
suckers

pu-pu- tarakihi

Scientists who study giant squid
get a lot of their information from
squid that are washed up on beaches.
It is thought that giant squid weigh
up to 275 kg. Giant squid are eaten by
sperm whales – beaks of giant squid
have been found in their stomachs.
Squid are predators that ambush
their prey. up to 13m

paper nautilus

The female paper nautilus octopus
creates a shell to protect its eggs. Empty
shells are sometimes found washed up
on beaches. up to 20 cm across

papatua chiton

ngu- arrow squid

Arrow squid live in schools. They are eaten by
many sea creatures including birds and whales.
They are also one of the most common squid
caught for people to eat. up to 40cm

rams horn
Ram’s horn shells that you
find on the beach are not
shellfish at all but come
from inside a squid. 2 cm

The parts of chiton shells
move separately, which makes
it easy for them to bend and
squeeze into narrow gaps.
Chitons live on the rocky
shore. up to 4 cm

nudibranch
Pronounced ‘noo-dee-brank’, this clown
nudibranch’s bright colours are a warning that
it is poisonous to eat. Nudibranchs are molluscs
that have evolved to live without a shell. They live
in rocky reefs and near the rocky shore. There are
many different species. up to 6 cm
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